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(57) ABSTRACT 

AnApparatus for remote inspection of emergency equipment 
at one or a system of emergency equipment stations includes, 
e.g., at each emergency equipment station: a detector for 
detection of the presence of an obstruction to VieWing of or 
access to the emergency equipment station; and an electronic 
circuit in communication between the detector and a remote 
central station for issue of a signal to the remote central 
station upon detection of the obstruction to VieWing of or 
access to the emergency equipment station. 
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REMOTE INSPECTION OF EMERGENCY 
EQUIPMENT STATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. applica 
tion Ser. No. 10/614,948 ?led Jul. 8, 2003 Which is a continu 
ation-in-part of US. application Ser. No. 10/274,606, ?led 
Oct. 21, 2002, now US. Pat. No. 7,188,679 issued Mar. 13, 
2007, Which is a continuation-in-part of US. application Ser. 
No. 09/832,531, ?ledApr. 11, 2001, now US. Pat. No. 6,585, 
055, issued Jul. 1, 2003, Which is a continuation-in-part of 
US. application Ser. No. 09/212,121, ?led Dec. 15, 1998, 
now US. Pat. No. 6,302,218, issued Oct. 16, 2001, Which is 
a continuation of US. application Ser. No. 08/879,445, ?led 
Jun. 20, 1997, now US. Pat. No. 5,848,651, issued Dec. 15, 
1998, Which is a continuation-in-part of US. application Ser. 
No. 08/590,411, ?led Jan. 23, 1996, now US. Pat. No. 5,775, 
430, issued Jul. 7, 1998, and a continuation-in-part of Inter 
national Application No. PCT/US97/01025, With an Interna 
tional Filing Date of Jan. 23, 1997, noW abandoned, the 
complete disclosures of all of Which are incorporated herein 
by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] This invention relates to remote inspection of emer 
gency equipment stations, and, more particularly, to remote 
inspection of ?re extinguisher stations, ?re alarm pull sta 
tions, emergency lighting stations, de?brillator stations, 
emergency egress stations, and other similar emergency 
equipment located at one or a system of emergency equip 
ment stations. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Portable ?re extinguishers are stationed for use in 
case of a ?re in all manner of environments. Typically, the ?re 
extinguishers are placed in standby condition at a system of 
?re extinguisher stations found throughout a facility at loca 
tions selected for reasonably easy access in a ?re emergency. 
Standards and procedures for periodic inspection of ?re 
extinguishers at ?re extinguisher stations are set forth by the 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) in “NFPA 10 
Standard for Portable Fire Extinguishers” (1998 Edition), the 
complete disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by ref 
erence. In its relevant portion 25 (§4-3:2), NFPA 10 sets forth 
the elements of the inspection of ?re extinguishers and ?re 
extinguisher stations required to take place at regular inter 
vals, e.g., approximately every thirty days, as folloWs: 
[0004] 4-3.2 Procedures Periodic inspection of ?re extin 
guishers shall include a check of at least the folloWing items: 

[0005] (a) Location in designated place 
[0006] (b) No obstruction to access or visibility 
[0007] (c) Operating instructions on nameplate legible 
and facing outWard 

[0008] (d) Safety seals and tamper indicators not broken 
or missing 

[0009] (e) Fullness determined by Weighing or “hefting” 
[0010] (f) Examination for obvious physical damage, 

corrosion, leakage, or clogged noZZle 
[0011] (g) Pressure gauge reading or indicator in the 

operable range or position 
[0012] (h) Condition of tires, Wheels, carriage, hose, and 

noZZle checked (for Wheeled units) 
[0013] (i) HMIS [“haZardous materials identi?cation 

system”] label in place 
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[0014] Typically, these inspections are performed manu 
ally, and inspection of ?re extinguishers at a system of ?re 
extinguisher stations located throughout a facility, e. g., such 
as a manufacturing plant or an of?ce complex, or throughout 
an institution, e.g., such as a school campus or a hospital, may 
occupy one or more employees on a full time basis. Proce 
dures for more frequent inspections are generally considered 
cost prohibitive, even Where it is recogniZed that a problem of 
numbers of missing or non-functioning ?re extinguishers 
may not be addressed for days or even Weeks at a time, even 
Where manpoWer may otherWise be available. 

SUMMARY 

[0015] According to one aspect of the invention, an appa 
ratus for remote inspection of emergency equipment in 
installedpositions at one or a system of emergency equipment 
stations comprises: a detector located at a emergency equip 
ment station for detection of the presence of an obstruction to 
vieWing of or access to the emergency equipment station; and 
an electronic circuit in communication betWeen the detector 
and a remote central station for issue of a signal to the remote 
central station upon detection of the obstruction to vieWing of 
or access to the emergency equipment station. 
[0016] Preferred embodiments of this aspect of the inven 
tion may include one or more of the folloWing additional 
features. The emergency equipment station may include a ?re 
extinguisher station. The emergency equipment station may 
include a ?re alarm pull station. The emergency equipment 
station may include a de?brillator station With a portable 
de?brillator. The emergency equipment station may include 
an emergency lighting station and the obstruction to vieWing 
may act as an obstruction to operation for illumination. The 
detector may initiate a signal from the electronic circuit to the 
remote central station upon detection of the obstruction. The 
signal may include a Wireless signal. The obstruction may be 
disposed Within a range of about 6 inches to about 10 feet 
from the emergency equipment station. The detector may 
initiate a signal from the electronic circuit to another emer 
gency equipment station upon detection of the obstruction. 
The signal to another emergency equipment station may 
include a Wireless signal. The detector may comprise a prox 
imity sensor. The proximity sensor may comprise an acoustic 
signal transmitter and an acoustic signal detector. The prox 
imity sensor may comprise an ultrasonic transducer. The 
proximity sensor may comprise an electromagnetic signal 
detector. The proximity sensor may comprise an electromag 
netic signal transmitter and an electromagnetic signal detec 
tor. The proximity sensor may comprise an optical signal 
transmitter and an optical signal detector. The proximity sen 
sor may comprise an infrared signal transmitter and an infra 
red signal detector. The electronic circuit may be further 
adapted to issue a signal to the remote central station and to 
receive another signal from the remote central station. The 
issued signal to the remote central station and received signal 
from the remote central station may include a Wireless signal. 
The electronic circuit may further comprise a Wireless signal 
transmitter for transmitting a Wireless signal to the remote 
central station. The electronic circuit may further comprise a 
Wireless signal receiver for receiving a Wireless signal from 
the remote central station. The electronic circuit may further 
comprise a receiver for receiving a signal from another emer 
gency equipment station. The electronic circuit may further 
comprise a receiver for receiving a Wireless signal from 
another emergency equipment station. The electronic circuit 
may further comprise a transmitter for transmitting a signal to 
another emergency equipment station. The electronic circuit 
may further comprise a transmitter for transmitting a Wireless 
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signal to another emergency equipment station. The emer 
gency equipment station may include an emergency egress 
station. The detector may be included in a housing separated 
from the emergency equipment. 
[0017] The invention thus provides an apparatus for remote 
inspection of emergency equipment stations such as ?re 
extinguisher stations, ?re alarm pull stations, de?brillator 
stations, emergency lighting stations, etc., permitting at least 
more frequent, and, if desired, continuous, monitoring and 
inspection of the emergency equipment located at the emer 
gency equipment stations. By remotely inspecting and/or 
monitoring the emergency equipment stations, the frequency 
With Which safety personnel must physically inspect each 
station is markedly reduced, Which correspondingly reduces 
inspection time and cost. Furthermore, by monitoring for 
obstructions to the visibility of and access to the emergency 
equipment stations, safety personnel are alerted to the poten 
tial haZard that an employee or passerby might be unable to 
locate, or to gain access to, the emergency equipment station 
during an emergency such as a ?re or other life-threatening 
event. 

[0018] The details of one or more embodiments of the 
invention are set forth in the accompanying draWings and the 
description beloW. Other features, objects, and advantages of 
the invention Will be apparent from the description and draW 
ings, and from the claims. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0019] FIG. 1 is a someWhat diagrammatic vieW of an appa 
ratus of the invention for remote inspection of ?re extinguish 
ers at a system of ?re extinguisher stations. 

[0020] FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of a ?re extinguisher 
mounted at a ?re extinguisher station for remote inspection 
according to the invention. 
[0021] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of a ?re extinguisher 
mounted at another ?re extinguisher station for remote 
inspection according to the invention. 
[0022] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the electronics and 
communications circuit for one embodiment of a remote 
inspection apparatus of the invention that are depicted in 
FIGS. 4a and 4b. 

[0023] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW of elements of another 
embodiment of the apparatus of the invention for remote 
inspection of a ?re extinguisher station With components of a 
docking station mounted to the ?re extinguisher for commu 
nication With a remote central station by Wireless signal. 
[0024] FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of a ?re alarm pull 
station for remote inspection according to the invention. 
[0025] FIG. 7 is a perspective vieW of another embodiment 
of a ?re alarm pull station for remote inspection according to 
the invention. 

[0026] FIG. 8. is a perspective vieW of a de?brillator 
mounted at a de?brillator station for remote inspection 
according to the invention. 
[0027] FIG. 9 is a perspective vieW of an emergency light 
ing station for remote inspection according to the invention. 
[0028] FIG. 10 is a perspective vieW of an emergency 
egress station for remote inspection according to the inven 
tion. 

[0029] FIG. 11 is a someWhat diagrammatic vieW of an 
apparatus of the invention for remote inspection of emer 
gency equipment stations distributed throughout a facility. 
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[0030] Like reference symbols in the various draWings 
indicate like elements. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0031] Referring to FIG. 1, in one embodiment, an appara 
tus 10 of the invention for remote inspection of portable ?re 
extinguishers 12 installed at one or a system 14 of ?re extin 
guisher stations 16 includes means 18 for detecting lack of 
presence of a ?re extinguisher 12 in its installed position at a 
?re extinguisher station 16, means 20 for detecting out-of 
range pres sure of the contents of a ?re extinguisher 12 at a ?re 
extinguisher station 16, means 22 for detecting an obstruction 
to vieWing of or access to a ?re extinguisher station 16, and 
means 24 for transmission of inspection report information 
for each of the ?re extinguisher stations 16 to a remote central 
station 26. The apparatus 10 may further include means 28 for 
maintaining a record of inspection report information. 
[0032] As an example of a remote inspection apparatus 10 
of the invention, in FIG. 2, a portable ?re extinguisher 12 is 
shoWn mounted to a Wall, post, or other support surface, W, at 
a ?re extinguisher station 16 in a system of ?re extinguisher 
stations 14, and in FIG. 3, another portable ?re extinguisher 
12 is shoWn mounted Within a Wall box or cabinet, C, at 
another ?re extinguisher station 16 in the system of ?re extin 
guisher stations 14. In this embodiment, the ?re extinguisher 
12 at each ?re extinguisher station 16 is releasably connected 
to a docking station 30 by an electronics and communications 
tether 32 to provide a releasable engagement for electronics 
and/or communications connection betWeen the docking sta 
tion 30 and the portable ?re extinguisher(s) 12 at each of the 
?re extinguisher stations 16. Typically signals issued from or 
to the ?re extinguisher 12 are transmitted over the electronics 
and communication tether 32. For example, a signal, initiated 
by one or more Hall Effect sensors included in the ?re extin 
guisher 12, Which is indicative of out-of-range (loW or high) 
pressure of the ?re extinguishing material contained Within 
the tank volume, is transmitted from the ?re extinguisher 12 
across the tether 32 to the docking station 30 and then to the 
remote central station 26. 
[0033] In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 2, the docking 
station 30 is ?xedly mounted to the Wall, W, at a predeter 
mined position spaced generally above the ?re extinguisher 
12. The docking station 30 consists of a housing 88 contain 
ing a sonar module 90 (shoWn in FIG. 4b) and de?ning spaced 
apertures or WindoWs 92 through Which the module 90 emits 
and receives ultrasonic signals. In the embodiment of FIG. 3, 
Where the docking station 30 is disposed With a Wall cabinet, 
C, the sonar module 90 is connected, e.g., by cable 110, to 
apertures or WindoWs 112 in the outer surface of the cabinet 
door 114 for emitting and receiving the ultrasonic signals. 
Also, disposed Within the docking station housing 88 is an 
electronic and communications circuit 94, as described more 
fully beloW With reference to FIG. 4. Extending generally 
from the base of the docketing station housing 88 is the 
electronics and communications tether 32 received by a con 
nector in communication With a value that monitors the inter 
nal content pressure of the ?re extinguisher. The length of the 
tether 32, and the tenacity of engagement of the connection 
betWeen the connector and the tether, are preferably selected 
so that any signi?cant movement of the ?re extinguisher 12 
relative to its installed position, i.e., the position in Which it is 
placed at installation by a ?re extinguisher professional, 
Whether removal, or, in a preferred embodiment, merely upon 
rotation With movement in excess of a predetermined thresh 
old value, Will result in dislodgement of the tether 32 from the 
connector, initiating a signal to the remote central station 26, 
as discussed more fully beloW. The docking station 30 may be 
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powered by alternating current, e.g., by a hardWire connec 
tion into a facility’s electrical supply, or it may be powered by 
direct current, e.g., by a battery Within the docking station 
housing 88. If poWered by alternating current, an auxiliary 
poWer supply, e.g., in the form of a battery, may be provided 
in case of poWer outage. 

[0034] Referring noW to FIG. 4, the remote inspection 
apparatus 10 includes an electronics and communications 
circuit 94, e. g., disposed primarily Within the docking station 
30, for initiating signals to the remote central station 26 upon 
detection of predetermined internal and/ or predetermined 
external conditions. For example, referring again to FIG. 1, in 
the preferred embodiment, the circuit 94 issues a signal 100 or 
a signal 102 upon detection of a predetermined external con 
dition, e.g., lack of presence of the ?re extinguisher 12 at its 
installed position at the ?re extinguisher station 16, When the 
?re extinguisher 12 is removed from, or moved Within, the ?re 
extinguisher station, thereby disengaging the tether 32 from 
the connection With the ?re extinguisher 12, and disrupting 
the closed connection 80 (signal 100), or an obstruction to 
vieWing of or access to a ?re extinguisher station 16 (signal 
102). The circuit 94 also issues a signal 104 upon detection of 
a predetermined internal condition, e. g., existence of an out 
of-range, e. g., loW, pressure condition of the ?re extinguish 
ing material contained Within the tank of the ?re extinguisher 
12. 

[0035] According to one embodiment, the signals 100, 104 
are communicated via an electronics and communications 
connection 80 of a male connector element 58 of the tether 32 
With a female socket 56 of the ?re extinguisher 12 to elec 
tronics and communications circuit 94 Within docking station 
30. The signal 100 indicating lack of presence of the ?re 
extinguisher 12 in its installed position at the ?re extinguisher 
station 16 and signal 104 indicating that pressure of the ?re 
extinguishing material in the tank of the ?re extinguisher 12 is 
beloW a predetermined minimum pressure level, e.g., indica 
tive of a discharge, leak or other malfunction (or, in an 
embodiment With a pair of Hall Effect sensors 74, 75, above 
a predetermined maximum pressure level) are received by a 
connection and termination strip process control board 116 
and transmitted via hardWire connection 118 to the remote 
central station 26. In this embodiment, the tether 32 includes 
a tWo Wire connection in normally closed state, signaling the 
presence of the ?re extinguisher 12, and a tWo Wire connec 
tion in normally open state that signals that pressure in the ?re 
extinguisher tank is above the predetermined minimum level. 
The signals are received and transmitted over the hardWire 
connection 118. HoWever, it is contemplated that, in other 
embodiments, signals 100, 102, 104 may be communicated, 
e.g., via radio frequency (RF), or other, Wireless communi 
cation circuitry via antenna 120 (FIG. 1) to an RF monitoring 
system receiver, e. g., at the remote central station 26, or 
simultaneously, via both hardWire and Wireless, to a remote 
central station 26, or other monitoring station. As mentioned 
above, it is also contemplated that the remote inspection 
apparatus 10 may be poWered by alternating current, e.g., by 
a hardWire connection to the facility electric supply system or 
by direct current, e. g. by battery, or by both, With the battery 
provided as auxiliary poWer in case the primary electrical 
service is disrupted. 
[0036] Referring to FIG. 5, in another embodiment, com 
ponents of docking station 30, as described above, may 
instead be mounted to the ?re extinguisher 12, e. g., Within a 
housing 130, thereby alloWing the ?re extinguisher to be 
located, if desired, Without Wall mounting or enclosure. In the 
embodiment shoWn, housing 130 contains the sonar module 
90 and de?nes the apertures or WindoWs 92 for detecting 
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obstructions as previously mentioned. Electronic and com 
munications circuitry 94 is also disposed Within the housing 
130, for communication of signals, e.g., Wireless signals, 
betWeen the ?re extinguisher station 16 and the remote central 
station 26. 
[0037] An electronics and communication tether 132 may 
extend betWeen connections to the housing 130 and the ?re 
extinguisher 12, as indicated in dashed line, e.g., engaged 
through an aperture of an I-bolt 33 anchored into a Wall W, 
such that any signi?cant movement ofthe ?re extinguisher 12 
relative to its position at rest, in excess of a predetermined 
threshold value, results in disengagement of the tether 132 
from connection With the extinguisher 12, thereby to initiate 
a Wireless signal to the remote central station 26 (FIG. 1). In 
another embodiment (not shoWn), a tether or leash, eg in the 
form of a cord, Wire, rope or the like, may extend from a ?rst 
end secured, e.g., to a Wall, to engagement of its second end in 
a socket de?ned, e.g., by the housing 130, Whereby dislodge 
ment of the tether or leash from the socket initiates a Wireless 
signal. 
[0038] Wireless communication circuitry and antenna 120 
(FIG. 1) are located Within the housing 130 to communicate 
by Wireless signal betWeen the ?re extinguisher 12 and the 
previously mentioned RF monitoring system receiver, e. g., at 
the remote central station 26. Signals 100, 102 are commu 
nicated by Wireless signal betWeen the remote central station 
26 (FIG. 1) and the ?re extinguisher station 16 upon detecting 
the previously mentioned predetermined external conditions. 
Signals, such as signal 104, are also communicated by Wire 
less signal upon detection of the previously mentioned pre 
determined internal conditions. In this manner, a system of 
?re extinguishers, distributed over a considerable area, are 
maintained in Wireless communication With the remote cen 
tral station 26. 

[0039] Along With remote inspection of one or a system of 
?re extinguisher stations, in another embodiment, the appa 
ratus 10 of the invention is used for remote inspection of other 
emergency equipment installed at one or a system of emer 
gency equipment stations. Referring to FIG. 6, in another 
embodiment, components of docking station 30, as described 
above, may insteadbe included in a housing 140 that is shoWn 
mounted to a Wall, post, or other support surface, W, and 
receives a ?re alarm pull station 142 such that the pull station 
is positioned on an appropriate location of the support sur 
face, W, for reasonable access. By including the components 
of the docking station 30 in the housing 140, the ?re alarm 
pull station 142 is capable of remote inspection similar to the 
?re extinguisher station 16. In the embodiment shoWn, hous 
ing 140 contains the sonar module 90 and de?nes the aper 
tures or WindoWs 92 for emitting and receiving ultrasonic 
signals to detect one or more objects that obstruct vieWing of 
and access to the ?re alarm pull station 142. Additionally, in 
some embodiments the housing 140 and the ?re alarm pull 
station are in communication for signal transmission and 
reception. For example, if the ?re alarm pull station 142 is 
pulled by a passerby in the event of an emergency to sound a 
?re alarm, a signal is issued by the pull station and passed to 
the housing 140 for transmission to the remote central station 
26. The ?re alarm pull station 142 may also initiate other 
signals based on other internal conditions associated Within 
the pull station. For example, a signal may be initiated if a 
battery included in the ?re alarm pull station 142 needs to be 
replaced or recharged. 
[0040] Similar to the housing 30 (FIG. 2), the sonar module 
90 included in the housing 140 initiates a signal to indicate an 
obstruction that may restrict visibility of or access to the ?re 
alarm pull station 142. To initiate the signal, the electronic 
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and communications circuitry 94 is also disposed Within the 
housing 140 for transmitting the signal to the remote central 
station 26. To transmit the signal, the electronic and commu 
nications circuitry 94 sends the signal via a hardWire connec 
tion or a Wireless link from the housing 140 to the remote 
central station 26. To provide a hardWire connection, in this 
embodiment the housing 140 includes a connection terminal 
144 for connecting to the hardWire connection 118 for trans 
mitting signals to and receiving signals from the remote cen 
tral station 26. In other embodiments a Wireless link is estab 
lished betWeen the housing 140 and the remote central station 
26 for transmitting and receiving signals. For example, Wire 
less communication circuitry and an antenna 120 are included 
Within the housing 140 to communicate by Wireless signal 
betWeen the housing 140 and the previously mentioned RF 
monitoring system receiver, e.g., at the remote central station 
26. Also, in some embodiments the antenna 120 and Wireless 
communication circuitry is capable of receiving Wireless sig 
nals from the remote central station 26, other Wireless devices 
(e. g. cellular telephone, etc.), or from one or more other 
emergency equipment stations for relaying signals in a net 
Working scheme. By forming a netWork (e.g., a local area 
network, Wide area netWork, or similar) With hardWire con 
nections or Wireless links, or a combination of hardWire con 
nections and Wireless links, a system of ?re alarm pull sta 
tions along With other emergency equipment stations (e.g., a 
?re extinguisher station 16), distributed over a considerable 
area, are capable of being inspected remotely by the remote 
central station 26. Additionally in some embodiments the 
housing 140 includes the electronic and communications cir 
cuitry 94 and Wireless communication circuitry for providing 
redundant transmission pathWays betWeen the remote central 
station 26 and the housing 140 for providing a backup com 
munication system. 
[0041] Along With transmitting internal conditions (e.g., 
battery replacement or recharging, etc.) and external condi 
tions (e.g., detection of an obstruction, etc.) associated With 
the ?re alarm pull station 142, in some embodiments the 
housing 140 or the ?re alarm pull station provide local indi 
cations that the pull station has been operated in the event of 
an emergency. For example, the housing 140 can include or be 
in communication With an audible signaling device (e.g., a 
speaker) for emitting an audible tone or signal (e.g., verbal 
commands) to alert people in the local vicinity to a detected 
obstruction of the pull station or other external condition such 
as the operation of the pull station by a passerby due to a ?re. 
The audible signal may also consist of a recorded information 
message, e. g., instructions for evacuation or for assisting 
personnel located near the ?re alarm pull station 142. Also, 
the housing 140 may include one or more alert lights, strobes, 
or other similar lighting devices that are driven by circuitry 
included in the housing 140 such that the alert lights illumi 
nate, ?ash, or strobe for visually alerting personnel in the 
vicinity that access to and vieW of the ?re alarm pull station 
142 is obstructed, or that the pull station has been actuated. 
[0042] Referring to FIG. 7, in another embodiment, com 
ponents of docking station 30, as described above, are 
included Within a ?re alarm pull station 146, rather than in a 
housing that receives the pull station as shoWn in FIG. 6. In 
the embodiment of FIG. 7, the ?re alarm pull station 146 
includes the sonar module 90 and de?nes the apertures or 
WindoWs 92 for emitting and receiving ultrasonic signals for 
detecting obstructions a ranges e.g., from about 6 inches to 
about 10 feet dependent upon the environment as previously 
mentioned. By including the sonar module 90 along With the 
electronic and communication circuitry 94 Within the ?re 
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alarm pull station 146, the pull station is capable of being 
located on a Wall, post, or other support surface, W, that may 
provide a relatively smaller area for securing the pull station 
that may be ill-suited for supporting the larger housing 140 
shoWn in FIG. 6. 

[0043] Similar to the housing 140, by including the sonar 
module 90 in the ?re alarm pull station 146, along With the 
apertures or WindoWs 92, obstructions to the visibility and the 
accessibility of the pull station are detectable by the sonar 
module and a signal is issued by the electronic and commu 
nication circuitry 94 to the remote central station 26. Also 
similar to the housing 140, in this embodiment the ?re alarm 
pull station 146 includes a connection terminal 148 for con 
necting the hardWire connection 118 to the pull station for 
transmitting signals to and receiving signals from the remote 
central station 26. Alternatively, or in concert With the hard 
Wire connection 118, the ?re alarm pull station 146 may 
include Wireless communication circuitry and an antenna 120 
(FIG. 1) to transmit and receive Wireless signals to and from 
the previously mentioned RF monitoring system receiver, 
e.g., at the remote central station 26 and provide the capability 
to distribute a system of ?re alarm pull stations over a con 
siderable area While maintaining Wireless communication 
betWeen each ?re alarm pull station and the remote central 
station 26. Additionally, in some embodiments the ?re alarm 
pull station 146 includes an audible signaling device (e.g., a 
speaker) and/or alert lights for issuing an alert to nearby 
personnel or passersby that the pull station is, e.g., being 
obstructed. 

[0044] Referring to FIG. 8, in another embodiment, com 
ponents of docking station 30, as described above, are 
included Within a de?brillator station 150 that includes one or 
more mechanical fasteners 151 (e.g., a clips, fastening mate 
rial, etc.) along With a recess for holding a de?brillator 152. 
Typically, the de?brillator station 150 is mounted to a Wall, 
post, or other support surface, W, so that the de?brillator 152 
is accessible by trained personnel or the general public foruse 
during an emergency such as a person suffering from sudden 
cardiac arrest or other life-threatening aliment. By distribut 
ing a system of de?brillator stations, for example, throughout 
an airport, shopping center, or other facility accessible by the 
public, in the event of an emergency a de?brillator can be 
removed from a relatively nearby de?brillator station to pro 
vide assistance. 
[0045] The de?brillator station 150 contains the electronic 
and communications circuitry 94 along With sonar module 90 
and the apertures or WindoWs 92 for emitting and receiving 
ultrasonic signals to detect obstructions as previously men 
tioned. By including the sonar module 90 Within the de?bril 
lator station 150, obstructions to the visibility and the acces 
sibility of the de?brillator station are detectable and upon 
such detection a signal is issued by the electronic and com 
munications circuitry 94 for transmitting to the remote central 
station 26 to provide an alert regarding the obstruction. In this 
embodiment the signal is transmitted from the electronic and 
communication circuitry 94 to a connection terminal 154 and 
then to a hardWire connection 118 that is in communication 
With the remote central station 26. Alternatively, the signal 
indicating the obstruction can be transmitted in a Wireless 
signal to the remote central station 26 from an antenna 120 
included on the de?brillator station. Additionally in some 
embodiments, similar to the ?re extinguisher station 16 
(shoWn in FIG. 2), a signal that indicates one or more internal 
conditions of the de?brillator 152 and/or the de?brillator 
station 150 are transmitted to the remote central station 26. 
For example, if the de?brillator 152 is removed from the 
de?brillator station 150 (e.g., in the event of an emergency), 
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or if an internal battery needs attention (e.g., replacing, 
recharging, etc.), or if another similar or previously men 
tioned predetermined internal condition occurs, a signal is 
transmitted in a signal to the remote central station 26 over the 
hardWire connection 118 and/or in a Wireless signal from the 
antenna 120. 

[0046] Along With providing a signal to the remote central 
station 26 indicating internal and/ or external conditions of the 
de?brillator 152 and/or the de?brillator station 150, in some 
embodiments the de?brillator station includes an audible sig 
naling device (e.g., a speaker) that issues an audible tone, 
signal, or message for alerting personnel and/or the general 
public to one or more of the predetermined internal and exter 
nal conditions. For example, if the de?brillator station 150 is 
obstructed, or if the de?brillator 152 is removed from the 
de?brillator station, an audible tone may be emitted by the 
audible signaling device. Also, the de?brillator station 150 
may include one or more alert lights, strobes, or other similar 
lighting devices for similarly alerting personnel and/or the 
general public to the one or more of the predetermined inter 
nal or external conditions associated With the de?brillator 
station or the de?brillator 152. 

[0047] Referring to FIG. 9, in another embodiment, com 
ponents of docking station 30, as described above, are 
included in an emergency lighting station 156 that provides, 
e.g., a pair of emergency lights 158 that provide illumination 
in the event of an emergency (e.g., a ?re, a poWer outage, etc.). 
In some embodiments, activation of the emergency lights 158 
is controlled remotely, e.g., from the remote central station 
26, or controlled locally by circuitry and sensors (e.g., a 
smoke detector) included in the emergency lighting station 
156 or positioned in a nearby location (e.g., mounted in a 
ceiling). Typically, the emergency lighting station 156 is 
mounted to a Wall, post, or other support surface (e.g., a 
ceiling, doorWay, etc.), W, for illuminating the local area 
during an emergency. In some embodiments, a system of 
emergency lighting stations are distributed throughout a com 

mercial, industrial, educational, or other similar type of facil 
ity to provide emergency lighting. Additionally, in this 
embodiment, the emergency lighting station 156 includes an 
“EMERGENCY EXIT” signal, Which may or may not illu 
minate While directing people to an appropriate egress point 
(e. g., doorWay) during an emergency. 
[0048] Similar to previously mentioned embodiments, the 
emergency lighting station 156 contains the sonar module 90 
and de?nes the apertures or WindoWs 92 for detecting 
obstructions. By including the sonar module 90 Within the 
emergency lighting station 156, obstructions to operation of 
the emergency lighting station, i.e. illumination of the area 
intended to be illuminated, are detectable by the sonar module 
and a signal is initiated from the electronic and communica 
tions circuitry 94 also included in the station. Similar to 
previously mentioned embodiments, the emergency lighting 
station 156 includes a connection terminal 160 that connects 
to the hardWire connection 118 for transmitting the signal to 
the remote central station 26. In some embodiments the emer 
gency lighting station also includes Wireless communication 
circuitry and the antenna 120 to provide Wireless transmis 
sion of the signal to the previously mentioned RF monitoring 
system receiver, e.g., at the remote central station 26. Addi 
tionally, in some embodiments, the emergency lighting sta 
tion 156 includes circuitry for transmitting both Wireless sig 
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nals over the antenna 120 and hard-Wire signals over the 
hardWire connection 1 18 for redundancy to provide a back-up 
signal transmission pathWay. 
[0049] The signal sent from the emergency lighting station 
156 alerts the remote central station 26 to one or more pre 
determined external conditions associated With the station 
such as an obstruction detected by the sonar module through 
the apertures or WindoWs 92. The signal may also alert the 
remote central station 26 to predetermined internal conditions 
associated With the station 156 such as if a battery back-up 
needs replacing or recharging, or if one of the emergency 
lights 158 need to be replaced. Additionally, the emergency 
lighting station 156 may include an audible signaling device 
(e.g., a speaker) for emitting an audible tone, signal, or mes 
sage to alert facility personnel and/or the general public in the 
vicinity that the station is currently obstructed or another 
predetermined internal or external condition has occurred. 
Also, the emergency lighting station 156 may include one or 
more alert lights, strobes, or other similar lighting devices, in 
addition to the emergency lights 158, for emitting a visual 
alert to indicate, e.g., the emergency lighting station is 
obstructed. 

[0050] Referring to FIG. 10, in another embodiment, com 
ponents of docking station 30, as described above, are 
included in an emergency egress station 162 that includes a 
housing 164 that is in communication With, e.g., a strobe 166 
that provides illumination in the event of an emergency (e.g., 
a ?re, a poWer outage, etc.). In some embodiments, activation 
of the strobe 166 is controlled remotely, e.g., from the remote 
central station 26, or controlled locally by circuitry and sen 
sors (e. g., a smoke detector) included in the emergency egress 
station 162 or positioned in a nearby location (e. g., mounted 
in a ceiling). Typically, the emergency egress station 162 is 
mounted to a Wall, post, or other support surface (e.g., a 
ceiling, doorWay, etc.), W, for illuminating the local area 
during an emergency. Furthermore, in some embodiments the 
emergency egress station 162 is mounted on the support sur 
face approximately slightly above ?oor level, such that a 
person craWling along the ?oor in the event of an emergency 
(e.g., ?re) can detect the illuminating strobe to be directed to 
an appropriate egress point such as an emergency exit door 
Way. 

[0051] Similar to previously mentioned embodiments, the 
housing 164 of the emergency egress station 162 contains the 
sonar module 90 and de?nes the apertures or WindoWs 92 for 
detecting obstructions. By including the sonar module 90 
Within the housing 164, obstructions to operation of the emer 
gency egress station 162, i.e. illumination of the area intended 
to be illuminated, are detectable by the sonar module and a 
signal is initiated from the electronic and communications 
circuitry 94 also included in the housing. Similar to previ 
ously mentioned embodiments, the housing 164 of the emer 
gency egress station 162 includes a connection terminal 168 
that connects to the hardWire connection 118 for transmitting 
the signal to the remote central station 26. In some embodi 
ments the housing 164 also includes Wireless communication 
circuitry and the antenna 120 to provide Wireless transmis 
sion of the signal to the previously mentioned RF monitoring 
system receiver, e.g., at the remote central station 26. Addi 
tionally, in some embodiments, the housing 164 includes 
circuitry for transmitting both Wireless signals over the 
antenna 120 and hardWire signals over the hardWire connec 
tion 118 for redundancy to provide a back-up signal transmis 
sion pathWay. 
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[0052] The signal sent from the emergency egress station 
162 alerts the remote central station 26 to one or more pre 
determined external conditions associated With the station 
such as an obstruction detected by the sonar module through 
the apertures or WindoWs 92. The signal may also alert the 
remote central station 26 to predetermined internal conditions 
associated With the station 162 such as if a battery needs 
replacing or recharging, or if the strobe 166 needs to be 
replaced. Additionally, the emergency egress station 162 may 
include an audible signaling device (e.g., a speaker) for emit 
ting an audible tone, signal, or message to alert facility per 
sonnel and/ or the general public in the vicinity that the station 
is currently obstructed or another predetermined internal or 
external condition has occurred. Also, the emergency egress 
station 162 may include one or more additional strobes, or 
other similar lighting devices, for emitting a visual alert to 
indicate, e.g., the emergency egress station 162 is obstructed 
or in the event of an emergency as provided by a signal 
received on the hardWire connection 118 or the antenna 120. 

[0053] In this particular embodiment the housing 164 
includes a terminal 170 that connects a hardWire 172 betWeen 
the housing 164 and the strobe 166 so that the strobe is 
activated by a signal from the housing. Alternatively, antenna 
120, or another antenna included in the housing 164, can 
establish a Wireless link betWeen the housing and the strobe 
166 such that a Wireless signal transmitted from the housing 
activates the strobe. Also, in some embodiments, the strobe 
166 is activated by a signal initiated by another signal 
received by the housing 164. For example, in some embodi 
ments the housing 164 is in communication With emergency 
equipment such as a ?re alarm pull station, a de?brillator, a 
smoke detector, or other emergency equipment that provides 
a signal to activate the strobe 166 in the event of an emer 
gency. 

[0054] Similar to the docking station 30 (shoWn in FIG. 2), 
in some embodiments, the housing 164 is ?xedly mounted to 
the Wall, W, With or Without the strobe 166, at a predetermined 
position spaced from a ?re extinguisher, a ?re alarm pull 
station, a de?brillator, or other piece of emergency equip 
ment. So, for example, rather than incorporating the compo 
nents of docking station 30 (e. g., the sonar module, the aper 
tures 92, the electronic and communications circuitry 94, etc.) 
into a housing that is positioned in close proximity to the 
emergency equipment, or incorporated into the emergency 
equipment, the components are incorporated into the housing 
1 64 that is positioned a distance aWay from the equipment and 
communicates With the emergency equipment via the hard 
Wire connection 118 or by a Wireless link established With the 
antenna 120. By communicating With the emergency equip 
ment in the event of an emergency (e.g., a ?re alarm pull 
station is pulled) a signal is sent from the emergency equip 
ment to the housing 164 to activate the strobe 166 or, for 
example, upon receiving the signal, the housing sends a signal 
over the hardWire connection 1 18 to the remote central station 
26, or both. 

[0055] Referring to FIG. 11, in another embodiment, an 
apparatus 174 of the invention for remote inspection of emer 
gency equipment includes means for monitoring the visibility 
and accessibility of emergency equipment stations distrib 
uted throughout locations (e.g., rooms, hallWays, etc.) asso 
ciated With a healthcare facility (e.g., a hospital, assisted 
living facility, a nursing home, etc.), a commercial facility 
(e.g., a shopping mall, restaurant, dance club, gymnasium, 
etc.), an educational institution (e.g., a college campus, dor 
mitory, etc.), a residence (e.g., a residential home, residential 
development, apartment complex, condominium complex, 
etc.), or other facility (e.g., an airport, train station, bus sta 
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tion, etc.). In this particular example, emergency equipment 
stations are distributed throughout tWo rooms 176, 178 for 
assisting people in the event of an emergency. For example, 
room 176 includes a Wall-mounted de?brillator station 180 
that includes a detachable de?brillator for use during a life 
threatening event such as a sudden cardiac arrest. Room 176 
also includes an emergency lighting station 182 and an emer 
gency egress station 184 that provides lighting to assist egress 
in the event of an emergency such as ?re, a poWer outage, etc. 
Room 178 includes a ?re alarm pull station 186 for initiating 
a signal to alert the appropriate personnel (e.g., a ?re depart 
ment, facility management, etc.) along With other people 
(e.g., the general public) to an emergency such as a ?re. In this 
embodiment a housing 188 is in communication With the ?re 
alarm pull station 186, and includes a sonar module and 
apertures rather than the pull station. Room 178 also includes 
an emergency lighting station 190 and an emergency egress 
station 192 for assisting egress from the room during times of 
emergency. 

[0056] Each of the emergency equipment stations 180, 182, 
190, 192, and the housing 188 includes a sonar module and 
apertures for detecting obstructions to the visibility or opera 
tion of, or access to, each respective station. For example if an 
object such as a table 194 and lamp 196 is placed in front of 
the de?brillator station 180, the obstruction is detected by the 
ultrasonic signals transmitted and received through apertures 
of the de?brillator station 180. For example, the ultrasonic 
signals may detect obstructions of about 6 inches to about 10 
feet in front of the de?brillator station 180. Once an obstruc 
tion is detected, the de?brillator station 180, Which includes 
Wireless signal transmission and reception circuitry (e.g., an 
RF circuit, antenna, etc.), initiates and transmits a Wireless 
signal 198 With the antenna included in the de?brillator sta 
tion that is received by a Wireless interface 200 that is in 
communication With a remote central station 202. The Wire 
less signal 198 is used by the remote central station 202 to 
alert appropriate personnel (e.g., facility maintenance per 
sonnel) that the de?brillator station 180 is currently 
obstructed. Additionally, in this embodiment the Wireless 
signal 198 is capable of communicating information associ 
ated With other predetermined external conditions (e. g., 
removal of the de?brillator from the de?brillator station) or 
predetermined internal conditions (e.g., needed replacement 
or recharging of a battery) associated With the de?brillator 
station 180. 

[0057] Similar to the emergency lighting station 156 shoWn 
in FIG. 9, the emergency lighting stations 182 and 190 respec 
tively include sonar modules for detecting obstructions to 
operation of or accessibility to the stations. Here, When an 
obstruction is detected by the emergency lighting station 182, 
a signal is transmitted through a hardWire connection 204 that 
is in communication With the remote central station 202. 
HoWever, When emergency lighting station 190 detects an 
obstruction, a Wireless signal 206 is transmitted to the hous 
ing 188 that includes circuitry for relaying the signal over a 
hardWire connection 208 to the remote central station 202. 
Additionally, the housing 188 includes circuitry for combin 
ing (e.g., multiplexing) the received signal 206 With one or 
more signals produced by the ?re alarm pull station 186 for 
transmitting a combined signal on the hardWire connection 
208 to the remote central station 202. Additionally, in this 
embodiment, the emergency egress station 184 transmits a 
signal though a hardWire connection 210 to the remote central 
station 202 When an obstruction is detected. Alternatively, the 
emergency egress station 192 transmits a Wireless signal 211 
for alerting the remote central station 202 to a detected 
obstruction. In this example, the Wireless signal 211 is trans 








